TYPE C CONSTRUCTION 'BOARDWALK' BOARDWALK ON ESTUARY SIDE OF WALL

BOUNDARY WALL REMOVED AND REBUILT TO SUIT

BOARDWALK STOPS AT WESTERN SIDE BOUNDARY WALL AT ENTRANCE TO DROGHEDA PORT OFFICES

GREENWAY CONSTRUCTED DIRECTLY ALONGSIDE ROAD TYPE A CONSTRUCTION

RAMPED ENTRY TREATMENT

LAND REQUIRED TO FACILITATE WIDENING

TYPICAL CROSS SECTION TYPE C-2 (CH 2000-2100)

EXISTING ROAD
EXISTING FOOTPATH
RAISED TABLE
PROPOSED FOOTPATH
POSSIBLE LAND ACQUISITION
EXISTING RIVER / WATER COURSE
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Legend:
- TYPE A CONSTRUCTION
- BITUMINOUS CONSTRUCTION (ALONGSIDE ROAD)
- EXISTING ROAD LEVEL
- PROPOSED GREENWAY LEVEL
- TYPE B CONSTRUCTION
- BITUMINOUS CONSTRUCTION (AWAY FROM ROAD)
- TYPE C CONSTRUCTION
- BOARDWALK CONSTRUCTION
- TYPE D CONSTRUCTION
- LOCAL BRIDGE
- EXISTING RIVER / WATER COURSE
- POSSIBLE LAND ACQUISITION
- LUMPED PROCESS STONES
- PROPOSED OBSTACLE LEVELS
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